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Emperors Palace welcomes Nataniël’s latest show fACTORy

The illustrious Nataniël presents his latest stage production; fACTORy, exclusively at Emperors
Palace, taking place from 21 February – 31 March 2013.

The performance is not about factories and does not take place in a factory. It is a journey of fantasy,
fun, humour and hope that is inspired by the greatest act of all…Life. fACTORy promises to intrigue
your imagination and leave you with a question that is open to interpretation…Do we come into this
world incomplete, or are we incomplete because of this world?
Nataniël adds, “The greatest struggles and conflicts known happen because people are physically,
emotionally, mentally, romantically or financially incomplete. The lack of love or skills and the quest
for wholeness create the world we live in today”.

The show includes all-original music ranging from pop, rock and soul to old-world torch songs and
jazz, and also includes a collection of wild and creative new stories written and presented in the much
loved “Nataniël” style.
See Nataniël perform in the Theatre of Marcellus with gymnast Brad Dreyer, singers Lindiwe
Bungane, Tonia Selley and Nicolaas Swart, joined by Charl du Plessis (keyboards), Juan Oosthuizen
(guitar), Werner Spies (bass) and Hugo Radyn (drums,) and of course the amazing costumes by
Floris Louw. Be spell-bound with a set and costumes that are inspired by the art and architecture of
the different eras.
fACTORy opens doors to the public on 21 February until 31 March 2013, Wednesday to Saturday’s at
20h30, and Sundays at 15h00. This show is ideal for the light-hearted, but no children under 15.

Emperors Palace is a Peermont resort. For more information and for bookings visit
www.emperorspalace.co.za or call +27 (0)11 928 1000 or visit us on FACEBOOK.
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Conveniently located alongside O.R. Tambo International Airport in Johannesburg, South Africa,
Emperors Palace Hotels Casino Conventions and Entertainment Resort combines timeless
classical elegance and sheer excitement. With luxurious accommodation in four unique hotels, a
glorious health and beauty spa, a magnificent casino with unparalleled gaming enjoyment, the finest
in dining options, spectacular entertainment choices including a state-of-the-art cinema complex,
world-class conference facilities, and impeccable service. Emperors Palace is the ultimate family
destination.
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